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Abstract. Content Distribution Network (CDN) technology has been proposed
to deliver content from content nodes placed at strategic locations on the Internet. However, only companies or organizations, who can pay for the services of
CDNs, have the privilege of using CDNs to distribute their content. Individual
users (peers) have to resort to more economical peer-to-peer (P2P) technologies
to distribute their content. Although P2P technologies have demonstrated tremendous successes, they have inherent problems such as the instability and the limited
bandwidth of peers. In this paper, we propose a new approach to build bandwidth
bounded data distribution trees inside a CDN so that external peers can leverage
the power of a CDN’s infrastructure for distributing their content. Our performance evaluation shows that, with some limited help from a CDN, the content
distribution time among peers can be speeded up from 1.5 to 3 times.

1 Introduction
Content distribution networks (CDNs) have contributed significantly to transform the
Internet into a successful content dissemination system. They have been proposed and
deployed to primarily distribute content from companies and organizations (who are
content producers/publishers such as CNN, Yahoo, etc.) to individual Internet users. A
CDN operator deploys CDN nodes at strategic and fixed locations on the Internet to
replicate data of content producers/publishers [1, 2] (publishing content on a CDN is
only available to some companies/organizations). Thus, current CDNs do not address
the need of individual users (also known as peers1 ) to publish/distribute their own content. On the other hand, peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have emerged as an alternative
approach for sharing content among thousands of peers on the Internet. This approach
employs peers’ resources (network bandwidth, storage space, and available time, etc.)
to disseminate shared files. A P2P network is flexible because anyone could participate in the network. However, the resources of a P2P network are only as good as the
aggregated resources of the contributing peers. Building on the CDN and P2P content
distribution models, we investigate an integrated content distribution framework named
Synergetic Content Distribution that takes advantage of both models. We shift from the
conventional wisdom by not considering CDN and P2P as two separate content delivery models. We instead see a potential for merging them so that peers help a CDN in
⋆
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delivering the CDN’s content (that of big content producers/publishers) and the CDN
in return helps peers to distribute peers’ own content.
Three main challenges for the realization of our Synergetic Content Distribution
framework are (i) designing a mechanism to help a CDN to recruit peers to become part
of the CDN. The recruited peers collaborate with the CDN to deliver the CDN’s content; (ii) designing a mechanism to help a CDN to open up its network efficiently and
securely2 so that peers can take advantage of the CDN’s infrastructure in distributing
peers’ content3 ; and (iii) designing an incentive mechanism to entice peers to become
part of a CDN and also to entice a CDN to open its distribution network to benefit
peers. Because each of these challenges deserves its own study and requires a different technical solution, our methodology is to address these challenges separately while
still considering each of them as an integral part of our Synergetic Content Distribution framework. The eventual deployment of our framework requires the presence of
satisfactory solutions to all three challenges.
In this paper, we focus on addressing the second challenge discussed in the preceding paragraph. The idea of opening up a CDN so that peers can take advantage
of the CDN’s infrastructure will bring the power of having efficient and high quality
content distribution to everyone (both companies/organizations and individual users).
To the best of our knowledge this idea has not been documented in the literature. Our
contributions in this paper are (i) a formulation of the problem of peers using a CDN’s
infrastructure to distribute their content. Our proposed solution to this problem is to
build bandwidth bounded trees inside the CDN to allow peers to send/receive content.
The bandwidth bounded trees provide peers with reliable and higher bandwidth than
normal end-to-end direct connections among peers. They also prevent the CDN from
using too much of its bandwidth for peers’ traffic. (ii) a CDN-assisted peers’ content delivery protocol; and (iii) an evaluation of our proposed approach showing that with some
limited help from a CDN the content distribution time among peers can be speeded up
from 1.5 to 3 times.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an overview
of our Synergetic Content Distribution framework to give an idea of our overall research effort in content distribution. We then focus on one specific research problem
and provide a solution in Section 3. We present the performance study and simulation
results Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss related work. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section 6.

2 Overview of our Synergetic Content Distribution Framework
In this section, we provide an overall picture of our current research directions in content
distribution. We show how this paper relates to our other research directions. Our overall
research goal in content distribution is to design and evaluate a Synergetic Content
Distribution framework that takes advantage of both the CDN and the P2P distribution
models. Our motivation for this new framework comes from our observation that peers
can help a CDN to deliver the CDN’s content while a CDN can help peers in return
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to distribute peers’ content. Distributing CDN’s content and distributing peers’ content
differs in that CDN’s content is always replicated on CDN nodes while peers’ content
are never replicated on CDN nodes. To achieve this research goal, we pursue three
different, but closely related, research directions to be described briefly in the following.
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Fig. 1. Synergetic Content Distribution

The first research direction addresses the challenge of designing a mechanism to
help a CDN to recruit peers to become a part of the CDN. Then, the CDN and the
recruited peers collaborate to deliver the CDN’s content. For example, in Figure 1 the
CDN node N1 recruits peers P1 , P2 , and P3 so that they can collaborate to deliver the
CDN’s content to peer P14 . The benefit of this approach is to allow a CDN to be more
dynamic by exploiting readily available resources of peers to deliver the CDN’s content.
Our approach improves the service latency of streaming content by 30% compared with
an approach where a CDN does not exploit peers’ resources to distribute CDN’s content.
We present this research direction in more details in [3].
The second research direction, which is the main focus of this paper, aims at designing a mechanism to allow a CDN to use its infrastructure to help peers in their
content distribution4 . An important issue is to limit the resources a CDN makes available to peers. Therefore, we propose that a CDN only contributes its resources to peers
proportional to what it received from peers earlier when peers used their resources to deliver the CDN’s content. For example, in Figure 1, the set of twelve peers {P1 , . . . , P12 }
had contributed their resources to help the CDN earlier. Now, when they want to distribute content among themselves, the CDN creates three different bandwidth bounded
trees rooted at CDN nodes N1 , N3 , and N5 , respectively. The peers transfer their content through these trees inside the CDN. We provide more details on this direction in
Section 3.
The third research direction, which is under investigation at the time of this writing, focuses on an incentive mechanism to entice peers to contribute their resources to a
CDN and also to entice a CDN to provide peers accesses to its infrastructure. Our incentive mechanism builds on the fairness and the reciprocation principles. The mechanism
4
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strictly follows a policy to require peers to contribute first to build up their credit before
being able to use the CDN to distribute their content. Another important element for
our incentive mechanism is the ability to prevent malicious behavior. That is, we do not
want peers to collaborate to cheat a CDN nor do we want a CDN to refuse to provide
accesses to its infrastructure to good peers who already contributed their resources to
the CDN. We have briefly presented our overall research effort in content distribution.
In the next section, we discuss the main research problem of this paper and we propose
a solution.

3 CDN-assisted Peers’ Content Delivery
3.1 System Model and Assumptions
We assume that the network topology of a CDN is known and stable. The CDN has
network measurement features to maintain an accurate view of the bandwidth, delay,
and other metrics of the links inside the CDN. Each CDN node is responsible for handling a network area consisting of a number of peers. For example, in Figure 1 CDN
node N1 is responsible for handling peers {P1 , P2 , P3 }. The bandwidth between any
two CDN nodes is higher than the end-to-end bandwidth between two peers in the respective network areas that the two CDN nodes are responsible for. The bandwidth is
not necessarily symmetric.
Peers run a P2P protocol that has the following key features. A centralized node
provides a new peer with information about a subset of nearby peers and a nearby
CDN node responsible for the network area. This can be achieved through a network
positioning system such as [4]. A group of peers distribute content among themselves
in sessions. At the beginning of a session only one peer (or only a few peers) is a seed
(i.e., having the whole content other peers want). At the end of the session, all peers in
the group have the whole content. Content is divided into data blocks of equal size. A
peer uses parallel downloading to get different data blocks from different peers.
3.2 Delivering Peers’ Content through a CDN
There are two scenarios for content delivery among peers. First, if the content delivery
involves only peers in the same network area of one CDN node, the CDN node may not
help much the peers in improving (i.e., provide faster delivery or more reliable network
connections) the delivery of content. Therefore, a natural solution in this scenario is to
let the peers to deliver content directly among themselves without the involvement of
the CDN. The peers use their default P2P protocol to transfer content. For example, in
Figure 1 if only peers {P1 , P2 , P3 } want to distribute content among themselves, N1
may not help much. Second, if the content delivery involves peers in many different
network areas handled by many CDN nodes, the CDN nodes can help to improve the
transfer rate of content. Without such a help from the CDN, the peers would have to
establish several end-to-end connections among themselves to transfer data. The quality
(bandwidth and reliability) of these end-to-end connections is not as good as that of the
connections among CDN nodes.
A good solution for our problem should (i) enable a fast exchange of data blocks
through the CDN among multiple peers and (ii) limit the resources of CDN used in
helping distributing peers’ content. There are several methods for building a communication medium to achieve many-to-many communications such as using a mesh, a

graph, or a tree. In our case, a mesh or a graph would not be the best choice because we
do not need redundant links among CDN nodes to distribute peers’ content. We choose
tree for its simplicity. With regards to limiting the resources a CDN uses to help peers,
one should limit the transfer rate (i.e., transfer bandwidth) because a CDN should not
be overloaded with peers’ content. Note that the primary goal of a CDN is to distribute
CDN’s content. The main idea of our solution is to build bandwidth bounded trees in the
CDN as a common medium for peers to distribute their content. Each tree is rooted at
one of the CDN nodes, where there are peers wishing to send data, and spans to the remaining CDN nodes, where there are peers wishing to receive data. A CDN commits to
provide a better transfer rate than the maximum achievable transfer rate of most peers.
This is done by first taking into account the outgoing bandwidth distribution of peers
and the mean and mode of that bandwidth distribution. Then a CDN provides peers
with a transfer rate in a range that is in between the mean and a factor improvement of
the mode. We next present our formal problem formulation.
Problem Formulation Given a graph G = (V, E) representing a content distribution network, where V is the set of all CDN nodes and E is the set of logical links
connecting the CDN nodes. Let P be the set of peers who want to distribute content. Let
V ′ be the set of the CDN nodes responsible for the network areas of peers in P . Set P
can be categorized into |V ′ | subsets of peers, each subset Si (i = 1 . . . |V ′ |) is handled
by a CDN node vi ∈ V ′ . Let Bi be the median of the set of outgoing access bandwidth
in a subset of peers Si . Let Mi be the mode of the set of outgoing access bandwidth in
a subset of peers Si . Let Ci be the growth factor that a subset of peers Si provides to
the CDN. The goal is to construct |V ′ | trees such that each tree satisfies the following
conditions: (1) each tree covers all vertexes in V ′ ; (2) each tree is rooted at a vertex vi
∈ V ′ . Vertex vi is a CDN node handling a subset of peers Si ; and (3) each tree rooted
at vi has a bottleneck bandwidth of at least Bi , and a maximum bandwidth of Ci × Mi .
We propose the following B UILD T REES algorithm to solve our formal problem.
The algorithm consists of |V ′ | steps. Each step produces a tree that is rooted at a node
vi ∈ V ′ , covers all the other nodes in V ′ , has a minimum bandwidth of Bi , and that
has a maximum bandwidth of Ci × Mi . At each step we choose to build a tree in a way
that leaves as much bandwidth as possible for the remaining steps. This is an insight
we learned from a recent work in fast replication of content in CDN [5]. However, their
algorithm cannot be directly applied to solve our problem because they consider the
problem of replicating data from a single source to multiple CDN nodes. We consider
the problem of using a CDN to help many peers (i.e., many sources) to distribute content. Their algorithm builds multiple trees from a single source to all nodes in a CDN
and it builds trees with the highest possible throughput. Whereas, our algorithm builds
multiple trees for multiple sources (one tree for one source) and each tree reaches only
some nodes in a CDN. Our algorithm does not build trees with the highest possible
throughput, it only finds trees with a throughput being in a predetermined range (i.e.,
between the mean and the mode of outgoing bandwidth of peers).
We use the B UILD T REES algorithm to create one tree for each vertex vi in V ′ .
We start by sorting the vertexes (line 4) and proceed by this order of vertexes in the
for loop (line 5). This method gives the set of peers that contributed the most to the
CDN the highest chance of having the best links in CDN first. For constructing the tree

Algorithm 1 Building bandwidth bounded trees in a CDN to distribute peers’ content
1:
2:
3:

procedure B UILD T REES( G(V, E), V ′ , set of Bi , set of Mi , and set of Ci )
T reesList ← ∅
Sort V ′ to rank vertex(es) responsible for seed(s) first, then the remaining vertexes in decreasing order of growth
factor provided to the CDN.
4:
for each vertex vi ∈ V ′ in the sorted order do
5:
Temporarily remove all edges (u, v) ∈ E whose current bandwidth bwuv < Bi
6:
T reei ← ∅
7:
N odesInT reei ← vi
8:
while N odesInT reei 6= V ′ do
9:
for each vertex u ∈ N odesInT reei do
10:
Edgeu ← Find edge (u, j) with bwuj ≥ (Ci × Mi ) and with min{bwuj − (Ci × Mi )}
11:
RemainedBWu ← BWu - {Bandwidth of Edgeu }
12:
end for
13:
x ← Node j with max{RemainedBWj }
14:
N odesInT reei ← N odesInT reei ∪ {destination of Edgex }
15:
T reei ← T reei ∪ Edgex
16:
end while
17:
for each edge (u, v) ∈ E and (u, v) ∈ T reei do
18:
bwuv ← bwuv - {bottleneck in T reei }
19:
end for
20:
T reesList ← T reesList ∪ T reei
21:
Restore temporarily remove edges for next vertex vi′
22:
end for
23:
Return T reesList
24: end procedure

rooted at each vertex, all edges that do not satisfy the minimum bandwidth requirement
of Bi are temporarily removed (line 5). Note that this removal is only temporary for
building the current tree. After a tree is constructed, the removed edges are restored so
that they can be reconsidered in the next tree construction (line 21). We then add the
root to the tree (line 7) and continuously add the remaining vertexes of V ′ until all of
them are included (lines 8-16). The for loop (lines 9-12) is used to find an edge Edgeu ,
which is incident on each existing vertex u in the tree, that has the smallest bandwidth
but still higher than Ci × Mi . This guarantees the tree would be able to provide a
bandwidth growth rate of Ci for the subset of peers Si who already contributed to the
CDN. The remaining available bandwidth RemainedBWu of node u is then calculated
(line 11). Note that BWu is the actual bandwidth that node u has at the time. Whereas,
the RemainedBWu would be the new bandwidth that node u would have if Edgeu
was to be added to the tree. At the end of the for loop we have a set {RemainedBWj }
of remaining available bandwidth of the nodes currently in the tree. We pick the node j
that has the most remaining available bandwidth and assign it to variable x (line 12). We
then add the corresponding neighbor of that node (chosen earlier in line 10) to the list
of nodes in the tree (line 14). We next add the new edge to the tree. Finally, we reduce
the bandwidth of edges in E that are also in the new tree by the bottleneck bandwidth
of the new tree (line 18) and add the new tree to the list of trees (line 20).
We construct one tree per a CDN node in V ′ , instead of following existing multiple
trees approach in the literature [6, 7, 5], because the nodes in our tree are only CDN
nodes (not peers). Once the tree is constructed it is stable, therefore, we do not need
redundant trees. Moreover, we do not aim to use a CDN to achieve the fastest possible
transfer of peers’ content, therefore, we do not need multiple trees to get the highest
throughput. We only want trees inside a CDN to provide higher bandwidth than the
bandwidth of the end-to-end direct connections among peers. This is why we limit the

bandwidth of a tree rooted at a CDN node to be within a specific range between the
median (Bi ) of the outgoing access bandwidth and at most Ci times of the mode (Mi )
of the outgoing access bandwidth of the peers in the network area the CDN node (the
root) is responsible for. Another reason that we construct one tree per CDN node in
V ′ is because our incentive mechanism only allows a set of external peers to send data
through a CDN for as long as they have enough credit. When the set of peers run out
of credit, the corresponding tree rooted at the CDN responsible the set of peers will be
deactivated. In other words, the tree is removed so that set of peers cannot use the CDN
to send data anymore. Note that the peers can still receive data from other trees (which
belong to other sets of peers who still have enough credit). This approach provides us
more simplicity and more flexibility in enforcing our incentive mechanism compared to
other more complicated tree building approaches.
3.3

CDN-assisted Peers’ Content Delivery Protocol

We assume that a group of peers, who want to use a CDN to distribute their content,
already contributed their resources to the CDN. Now, the CDN is going to help the
peers in return by increasing the transfer bandwidth of the content transfer among peers.
The peers follow their P2P protocol to find out which content they want to distribute
and which peers they want to distribute the content to. The peers also know which
CDN node is responsible for the their network area (all these CDN nodes constitute
the set V ′ ). This information is handed over to one of the CDN nodes in V ′ who will
run the B UILD T REES algorithm to construct the trees. Once the trees construction is
completed, each CDN node in V ′ receives its tree information. The content distribution
starts. Instead of sending data blocks to and receiving data blocks from other peers
directly, as in the default P2P delivery protocol, each peer now sends to and receives
from the CDN node responsible for the peer’s network area.
When a CDN node receives a data block from a peer, it forwards the data block
along the branches of the tree rooted at itself to other CDN nodes in the set V ′ . These
CDN nodes are responsible for the network areas of the peers who interested in receiving the data block in question. Note that a peer may not be interested in some data
blocks because it got them directly (without the help of the CDN) from other peers in its
local network area. When a CDN node receives a data block from another CDN node,
it forwards the data blocks to the peers that are participating in the content distribution
in its network area. In addition, if the CDN node is not a leaf of a tree, it also replicates
the data blocks and forward them to its children in the tree. Note that during content
distribution, each data block traverses only one tree. A CDN node only replicate and
forward data blocks of peers to other nodes down a tree, it does not cache nor store the
data blocks of peers for later usage5 . When a set of peers in a network area completely
finishes a content distribution session (received all data blocks), the tree rooted at the
CDN node handling that area is still kept to distribute data to the remaining unfinished
peers. A tree rooted at a CDN node responsible for one area is destroyed only when
either the peers in the network area do not have credits to send data anymore or there
no data sending out on the tree for an extended amount of time. The latter case is possi5
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ble when peers just leave after getting the content. Nevertheless, all trees are destroyed
when all the peers finish.

4 Performance Study
In this section, we present the evaluation of our technique. We use a packet level simulator (ns-2 version 2.27) to compare our CDN-assisted peers’ content delivery protocol
to a default P2P delivery protocol. Some main features of the P2P protocol are (i) using
parallel downloading of data blocks; (ii) allowing upload to at most five other peers at
a time; and (iii) changing the corresponding peer often. The performance metric is the
total time it takes so that all peers in the content distribution group finish receiving the
content. We next discuss more details about our simulation setup.
4.1

Simulation Setup

Fig. 2 shows the network topology used in all the simulations. Due to the lack of actual
topology information of a CDN, we adapt this topology from real cities in the United
States with an assumption that a CDN operator would also want to deploy services
in these geographical locations. The topology has 12 IP routers (R1-R12). The link
propagation delays among these IP routers correspond relatively to their geographical
distances. The bandwidth between a pair of IP router is symmetric (assuming a leased
line connection) and is set at 1.5 Mbps. Each IP router connects to some peers via asymmetric connections. The maximum download bandwidth of a peer from an IP router is
700 Kbps while the maximum upload bandwidth of a peer to an IP router is only 200
Kbps (note that when there are a maximum of five concurrent receiving peers, each peer
only gets 40 Kbps). This is a typical connection for DSL/Cable Internet users. Peers are
assumed to have a 2-millisecond delay from the nearest IP router in our topology. We
use 12, 24, and 36 peers in our simulations.
On top of this IP level topology, we build an overlay network of six CDN nodes (N1N6) connecting to six IP routers as shown. Node N1 is responsible for peers connecting
to IP routers R5 ,R9 , and R10 . Node N2 is responsible for peers connecting to IP routers
R1 and R3 . Node N3 is responsible for peers connecting to IP routers R2 ,R6 , and R7 .
Node N4 is responsible for peers connecting to IP router R8 . Node N5 is responsible
for peers connecting to IP router R4 . Node N6 is responsible for peers connecting to

IP routers R11 and R12 . Each CDN node has a 10 Mbps symmetric bandwidth to its
corresponding IP router. The maximum bandwidth between a pair of CDN nodes is 10
Mbps. However, at anytime the CDN only gives at most 1 Mbps for distributing peers’
content. The propagation delay among CDN nodes are 2 milliseconds. In our CDNassisted technique, the peers use the CDN overlay to transfer only data blocks. Other
types of packet (protocol signals, requests, etc.) have to go through the IP level network.
The default P2P protocol only uses the IP level network for both data and other types
of packets.
In our simulations, a group of peers distribute files of medium size (50 MBytes) and
large size (500 MBytes). At the beginning of the distribution, there are only two seeds
(two peers that have the complete content). This is why in our figures the lines start
out flat. At the end, all peers have the complete content. We also consider two different
scenarios for peers’ arrival. The first one is the flash crowd situation in which all peers
suddenly want to download the content at once (all peers arrive at the same time).
The second one is a normal situation in which peers’ arrival time follows a Poisson
distribution.
4.2

Simulation Results

We run ten simulations, each with a different random seed to obtain an average value
of the completion time of each peer. The standard errors of the completion times of
peers are small: with an average of 2 minutes for flash crowd situation and 5 minutes
for normal situation.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the CDF of distribution completion time when we use 12
peers (peers numbered 13-24 in the topology) and 24 peers (peers numbered 13-48 in
the topology), respectively, to distribute small objects. Our technique (CDN-assisted)
provides a speed up of 1.5 to 2 times in terms of distribution completion time in both
flash crowd and normal scenarios. This result is expected because the CDN in our technique allows the peers to use its infrastructure to transfer data blocks. Note that the
CDN only devotes at most 1 Mbps of its bandwidth to peers’s traffic. We observe that
during a flash crowd situation, the performance gap between our technique the default
P2P protocol is reduced. This is because there are many peers available within a short
period of time, increasing the service capacity of the P2P network.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the CDF of distribution completion time when we use 12
peers (peers 13-24) and 24 peers (peers 13-48), respectively, to distribute large objects
of 500 MBytes each. Similarly, our technique offers a speed up of 1.5 to 3 times in terms
of completion time in both flash crowd and normal scenarios. The result of simulations
with 36 peers shows a similar conclusion; hence, it is omitted to save space.

5 Related Work
There have been previous research on using pure CDNs for distributing web content [8,
1, 9, 10] and video content [11, 12], but they did not consider the problem of using a
CDN to help peers in exchanging their content, which is the main focus of this paper. There have also been some recent proposals on building pure P2P networks for
video streaming [13–15]. These systems differ from our approach mainly because they
rely on purely peer nodes to build a distribution tree. Although this is a perfectly costeffective approach, it differs from our approach in that our approach has the availability
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and reliability provided by the CDN nodes. Our decision to use a CDN to help peers
in content distribution is also strengthen by recent evidence that a purely P2P based
streaming system needs some reliable nodes (some PlanetLab nodes in this case) to
provide acceptable quality [16, 17].
There are some existing hybrid approaches of using both CDN and P2P networks
for distributing content, such as PROP [18] and that of Xu et al. [19]. PROP [18] uses
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arbitrary local peer nodes to assist a local proxy server in an enterprise video streaming
environment. PROP uses peers belonging to structured P2P networks [20] and it relies
on the distributed hash table of structured P2P networks to perform content location.
Xu et al. [19] proposed a hybrid CDN and P2P video delivery system in which a CDN
hands over the serving of requests to a set of serving peer nodes at a calculated handoff time. After this hand-off time, the system practically becomes a pure P2P content
delivery system because the CDN does not serve requests anymore. However, these
approaches differ from our approach in this paper in that they only look at peers as potential helpers for distributing a CDN’s content, but they do not consider using a CDN to
help peers distributing their content. A similar idea, to that of PROP [18] of using local
proxies (web caches) in conjunction with peers, is implemented as a modification [21]
to the original eMule file sharing network to improve download for peers. However,
this approach considers local proxies as stand alone nodes and requires local proxies to
cache peers’ content. Our approach leverages the collaboration of CDN nodes and does
not require CDN nodes to cache peers’ content.
Comparing with recent research efforts in large file transfer like SplitStream [6],
Bullet [7], Slurpie [22], ROMA [23], SPIDER [5], and using network coding with
peers [24], our problem/solution is different because we build trees inside a CDN to
help external peers to distribute their content. Our method of opening up a CDN to allow
the transfer of peers content, as discussed in this paper, is a part of our larger Synergetic
Content Distribution framework in which we maintain a two-way collaborative relationship between a CDN and the peers so that everybody (both companies/organization
and individual users) can distribute content easily and efficiently.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach of using a CDN to help peers in transferring their content. Our main new idea is to open up a CDN’s infrastructure through
which many individual users can deliver their content. This approach is in a direct contrast with the common wisdom of keeping CDNs closed to a small group of big content
producers/publishers (e.g., CNN, Yahoo). We have proposed and evaluated an algorithm
to build trees within a CDN to be used as communication medium for external peers
to distribute content. Our initial results have shown the potential of this approach. Our
future work includes the implementation and evaluation of our approach on PlanetLab.
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